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Clarkesworld is a Hugo and World Fantasy Award-winning science fiction and fantasy

magazine. Each month we bring you a mix of fiction, articles, interviews and art. Our March

2022 issue (#186) contains:Original fiction by Naomi Kritzer ("The Dragon Project"), EA

Mylonas ("Saturn Devouring His Son"), Ray Nayler ("Rain of Days"), Tegan Moore ("The

Memory of Water"), Cal Ritterhoff ("Wanting Things"), Priya Chand ("It Takes a Village"), R.T.

Ester ("Meddling Fields"), and Arthur Liu ("Commencement Address").Non-fiction includes an

article by Carrie Sessarego, interviews with John Scalzi and Regina Kanyu Wang and Yu

Chen, and an editorial by Neil Clarke.

“Upbeat....Every chapter is solidly entertaining; standouts include Saladin Ahmed’s “Meathooks

on Ice,” Christopher Rowe’s “The Apotheosis of Todd Taszycki,” and Mary Anne Mohanraj’s “A

Beautiful Facade,” all of which allow their protagonists plenty of room for growth and change.

Longtime fans will enjoy surprise appearances by previous notables, sometimes in drastically

altered circumstances, and this entry also works well as a standalone. It’s a treat for any fan of

superhero stories.”  �Publishers Weekly“Humor is a nice touch throughout…The stories are all

solid and entertainingly deal with the various time paradoxes. Low Chicago is a good entry

point for those new to Wild Cards, a good read for those of us who are not immersed but have

some general knowledge, and another treat for true Wild Cards fans.”  �Locus magazine “A

genre-hopping, time-jumping, crowd-pleasing chain novel under the curation of old master

Martin, he of Game of Thrones fame. The authors do a respectable job overall of tangling with

the ineffable. Is it sci-fi? A viral thriller? Yes and no, and while not for every taste, a pleasure for

the experimentally minded.”  �Kirkus Review“Bringing together a strong group of authors, ranging

from long-time Wild Cards contributors Melinda Snodgrass, Kevin Andrew Murphy, and John

Jos. Miller to fresh recruits Saladin Ahmed and Mary Anne Mohanraj, Low Chicago weaves a

story that travels from the neat present to the troubled 1968 Democratic convention to 1920s

gangland and even Chicago’s prehistoric past. The twenty-fifth Wild Cards novel should not

only satisfy long-time fans of the series but also provide newcomers to it an engaging and

exciting entry into its world.”  �BooklistPraise for the Wild Cards series“Perhaps the most original

and provocative of the shared worlds books.”  �Peter S. Beagle, author of The Last

Unicorn"Delicious...Everything I hoped for in a new Wild Cards book. The character

interactions and plot twists have exactly the complexity, surprise, and unsentimental realism I'd

expect out of a George R. R. Martin project."  �Austin Grossman, author of Soon I Will be

Invincible on Inside Straight“This is a wild ride of good, blood-pumping fun that packs a

surprisingly emotional punch for a book that looks on the surface like just another superhero

adventure.”  � Publishers Weekly on High Stakes“Emotionally powerful. Wild Cards deals up the

variety of short fiction without losing the continuity of a novel.” �The Seattle Times“A delightfully

imaginative speculation.” �The Toronto Star"Martin has assembled an impressive array of

writers. . . . Progressing through the decades, Wild Cards keeps its momentum to the end."

 �Locus"The shared-world series known as Wild Cards has had a long and illustrious history of

contributors and achievements."  �SciFi.com"New readers and fans of the long-running series

will both love the fast-paced plotting and the ever-expanding history of the Wild Card virus on

this alternate Earth, where even the superheroes are human."  �Shelf Awareness on

Lowball"Highly recommended."  �SFRevu on Lowball--This text refers to the paperback



edition.About the AuthorThe Wild Cards Trust is the creator of the Wild Cards series.George R.

R. Martin has been a full-time writer for over 25 years. He is the author of the acclaimed,

internationally bestselling fantasy series A Song of Ice and Fire, which is the basis of HBO's

popular Game of Thrones television series. Martin has won multiple science fiction awards,

including 4 Hugos, 2 Nebulas, the Bram Stoker, the Locus Award, the World Fantasy Award,

the Daedelus, the Balrog, and the Daikon (Japanese Hugo). --This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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ProjectNaomi Kritzer“I want you to make a dragon for me,” the client said. “I need it ready to go

by February first.”Dragon, Feb 1, I wrote down on the paper pad I use to take notes during

video meetings. Also to doodle. I’ve always had trouble paying attention in client meetings,

which is why I’m the bioengineer and not the manager.“Because that’s Chinese New Year,” the

client continued. “And it’s going to be the Year of the Dragon. And I want the dragon ready for

the parade.”“It’s not going to be the Year of the Dragon,” I said. “That’s two years from now. This

year is the Year of the Tiger.” I noticed, too late, that my business partner Jed was sending me

a text saying shhhh Vivian shhhh.“I’m sure every year is the Year of the Dragon somewhere,”

the client said confidently.“Sure,” said Jed. This was definitely wrong, but Jed sent me another

chat message, this one saying SHHHHHH in all capital letters. Also, I’d realized that I’d rather

make a dragon than a tiger.Probably Jed was having the same thought.“We’ve got a whole ad

campaign planned around having a dragon,” the client said. “But we’re thinking we’ll roll it out at

the parade in San Francisco. They have one of those dragon parade float thingies, right?”I let

Jed handle that one and started quietly sketching out the plan for the dragon.I am a

bioengineer working in living 3D printing. What I trained to do was make 3D printed organs for

transplant. Those are more useful than custom-printed animals. But it turns out that not all that

many people each year need a new kidney or a new heart, and organ transplants aren’t the

sort of surgery anyone gets for fun. So by the time I had my degree, there were way more

bioengineers than the 3D organ printing labs actually needed.So I was happy when my college

friend Jed suggested we go into business together making custom animals. Jed had majored in

business communications, and he handled client management and all the stuff like “actually

sending out bills for the work we did.” I did all the lab work. I made enough to pay for a very

small apartment in San Jose, close to the lab. Jed didn’t have to come to San Jose in person

all that often, so he bought a house in Modesto, which is a long drive from San Jose but

cheaper.For most of our first two years, we made hypoallergenic cats, clones of people’s dead

pets, and occasional odd projects like a Chihuahua dog that looked like a tiny Siberian tiger if

the tiger were also a dog. It was owned by a very rich lady who liked to pose with it and take

pictures. Jed had been kind of hoping this would start a fad for tigerdogs, but no one else had

hired us to make one.People had been asking for dragons for a while, but this client—I think he

was a hedge fund manager who was starting a new entertainment streaming service, but

possibly he was an entertainment streaming service CEO who was starting a hedge fund. Did I

mention I’m bad at paying attention in meetings? Whichever it was, his company was called

Imaginational Criterion. The client—whose name was Brody or Brayden or maybe Bryce—was

the first person to come along with enough money to really kick the dragon development

project into gear.I sat down with my sketchbook and started thinking about what a dragon

ought to look like.“No,” the client said, looking at the dragon.My dragon climbed down my arm

to the keyboard and stretched out in front of my laptop camera, arching its back. “Oh, big



stretch,” I whispered to it under my breath.“That thing doesn’t even have wings! Does it breathe

fire?”“We discussed fire,” Jed said. “Specifically, we discussed the insurance requirements of a

dragon that could actually breathe fire.”“Chinese dragons don’t breathe fire,” I said. “And they

don’t have wings.” Although they do fly. This one didn’t fly. To fly for real, you need both wings

and hollow bones; I thought it would be better to make a sturdy dragon.“Also, a dragon should

be larger! That thing is the size of a squirrel?”“It’s bigger than a squirrel,” I said.“We discussed

size parameters,” Jed said. “We agreed on a five-to-ten-pound dragon.”“I’m not paying for this!”

Bryce said.“The contract clearly says . . . ”I stopped listening. The dragon also looked like it had

stopped listening; it climbed down and started playing with my shoelace. Out of view of the

camera, I dangled a mystery cable (does everyone accumulate mystery cables on their desk or

is it just me?), and the dragon leaped up to grab it, clinging with all four feet. I’d given it little

claws on its toes so it could cling pretty well.I suddenly realized that Jed was saying my name,

and I tried to look like I’d been paying attention all along. “Vivian. Do you think that’s possible?”

he asked.“Oh, definitely,” I said, and hoped I was telling the truth.The “do you think it’s possible”

turned out to be “grow another dragon by the deadline.”For the second dragon, I was told to

make it bigger, fiercer looking, and to give it wings.“Wings are inauthentic,” I said.“No one

cares,” Jed said.The first dragon was about the size of a cat, and since the client had refused

delivery, I kept him. I fed him crickets and mealworms, shaved carrots and diced peppers,

crunchy cat kibble, and occasional cans of sardines. The dragon grew plump, developed a

habit of begging at the table, and shredded my sofa and curtains with his claws. He also liked

to lie across the back of my shoulders when I was working, like a tiny scaly heating pad.

(Despite the scales, he wasn’t a reptile; I had thought a warm-blooded dragon would have a

more interesting personality. There are scaled mammals, like pangolins.) He ran around the

house with a little galumphing hop.As the second dragon gestated at the lab, I started calling

the first dragon Mr. Long. (“Long” is Chinese for dragon; also, he was rather long.) Mr. Long

started getting into things. First he figured out how to open up the cabinet where I stored the

cat kibble. I kept his crickets and mealworms in a terrarium; he opened that up and set them

free because he found it entertaining to chase them around the house. He figured out how to

turn on the bathtub faucet, though not how to put the stopper in the drain to actually get himself

a bath, and he discovered that my pillows were full of feathers that would blow all over the

bedroom when ripped open.This was fine. I switched to synthetic pillows, resigned myself to

hearing the chirp of crickets from odd locations, and adjusted the water heater so that his

impromptu bath parties wouldn’t leave him with scalds.I designed the new dragon with a face

that showed off his teeth more, since they wanted “fierce,” and wings, as instructed, although

basically the wings were a crest it could raise in display. Also, it would have feathers instead of

scales. One of the Bryce’s complaints about Mr. Long was that he was tan instead of brightly

colored, and colorful feathers are easy. (Actual reptiles come in a wide variety of colors as well,

but scaled mammals are basically all shades of brown. I’m sure I could figure out how to make

a colorful scaled mammal given time, but we were in a hurry.)Like a baby bird, the new dragon

came out soggy, scrawny, and ravenously hungry. Unlike a bird, it had teeth. I took it home to

feed it and give it time to grow. Mr. Long found it entertaining to help feed the new dragon,

stuffing mealworms and canned tuna and peanut butter sandwiches into its mouth until it got

less wobbly and more independent.Once he’d plumped up a bit, I was really happy with the

look of the new dragon. His feathers were red and gold and iridescent black. His face looked

fierce, but he was just happy all the time, although he was definitely happiest when he was

making a mess. Mr. Long would open cabinets for him, and he’d pull stuff out from inside and

scatter it everywhere. He was also a fan of baths, and he figured out that if he put his butt right



over the drain, the tub would start to fill up. Fortunately, he didn’t have the attention span to

actually flood the bathroom.Mr. Long used a litterbox like a cat, but the new dragon, who I’d

started calling Timothy, really needed time outside, so I bought leashes for both dragons and

started taking them out for walks. I probably should have expected what happened next, which

was staring, questions, and requests for more information. Mostly about Timothy: Mr. Long

preferred to ride on my neck, and if I pulled up my hood people didn’t notice him unless he

wanted to be noticed. When people asked for business cards, I gave them Jed’s email address,

since the last thing I wanted was to have to answer email from all the people who thought

Timothy was a feathered dog with wings. “He’s a dragon,” I said repeatedly. I was pretty sure

just from how often I was getting asked this question that the client was not going to be happy.I

was right.“That’s not a dragon,” Bryce said. “That doesn’t look anything like a dragon.”“He has

wings,” I pointed out.Timothy flopped down on the floor and used one of his back legs to

scratch under his wing.“It’s a dog,” the client said. “That looks like a dog. With feathers and

wings. It doesn’t even breathe fire.”“We’ve been over this,” Jed said.“I’ve trained this one for

you,” I said. “This dragon is housebroken. Also, if you ask nicely, he will get things for

you.”“You’re saying it plays fetch,” Bryce said. “Like a dog.”“If you want him to play fetch with

you, he will play fetch with you,” I said.“That is a feathered dog.”“We sent you sketches,” Jed

said. “Which you signed off on.”“You know,” I said, “When I’ve taken Timothy to the park, I’ve

had dozens of people asking about buying a similar animal.”“You named it Timothy?” the client

asked.“Just temporarily,” I said.“This is nothing like what I asked for, and I’m not paying,” the

client said.“You know what,” Jed said, losing his temper. “We’ve now created dragons for you

twice, you’ve had the opportunity to inspect our work at every step of the way, and both times

you’ve refused to take delivery. Timothy is a very good dragon, and you don’t deserve him

anyway. You’re fired.”“You can’t fire me!” Bryce screeched. “I’m the customer!”“You’re fired,” Jed

said again, more loudly. “Good day.”It turned out that Jed wanted Timothy, which was a relief

because my apartment really was not big enough for a dog. A dog-sized dragon. Either one.On

the other hand, it was the perfect size for a scaly little cat. Or a cat-sized dragon, whatever. So I

kept Mr. Long and bought childproofing locks for all my cabinets. Mr. Long was a little restless

when his buddy went away, but then settled back into his routine of turning on the bathtub and

getting into the cabinets and then sleeping on my pillow at night where his breath tickled my

cheek. Sometimes on weekends I drove out to Modesto so he and Timothy could have a play

date.We thought we’d heard the last from the client. It turned out we were wrong.When “Fire at

Imaginational Criterion HQ”crossed my news feed, I have to admit that my first thought was

just, “Oh, I could cancel that news alert.” It was not, “Oh, Brent or Bryce or whatever his name

was must have found someone to make him a fire-breathing dragon.”It should have been,

though!The Chinese New Year parades had come and gone without any dragons other than

Mr. Long, who was not in the parade but came with me as a spectator, riding on my shoulder.

Jed had asked me nicely to leave my hood down and hand out business cards to anyone who

expressed an interest, which I did since the cards all had his email address and not mine.We

were well into summer when the news story hit about our former client, and I didn’t think

anything more about it until I started hearing rumors about a cryptid that everyone was calling

the Palo Alto Hippogriff.Hippogriffs are mythological beasts with the back end of a horse and

the front end and wings of an eagle, and the thing about a cryptid walking around in the twenty-

first century is that sooner or later someone will get a decent picture of it. I saw the picture,

thought, “That doesn’t look like a hippogriff to me, it looks like a dragon,” and that’s when it hit

me. Two minutes later, I was digging up everything else I could find about the fire, and about

Imaginational Criterion, and I realized that one of the employees who got quoted—Kyle



Crocker III—was someone I’d run into in my bioengineering program back in college.Jed and I

hadn’t shared a major in college; we’d met bashing each other with foam swords in a LARPing

club. Kyle Crocker III had been a freshman when I was a senior, and I remembered him

because at one point that year there was a talk with a reception after, and while I was drinking

punch and eating a cookie in a corner, he came over and tried to explain DNA to me.

Incorrectly. And when my advisor pulled me out of the corner to introduce me to the speaker,

Kyle followed and tried to explain DNA to her, too.But he did graduate from the same program I

went to.And he and Brent were probably in the same frat.I looked at the picture of the cryptid

again. Short legs, a barrel-chested body, a long neck. It had wings (but they were much too

small to lift it). In the picture, I couldn’t tell if it had feathers or scales—just that the creature

was dark gray, not brightly colored. I could kind of see why people thought it was horselike,

even though the legs were not nearly long enough.My first concern was for the poor domestic

dragon stuck living in the woods. But the second thing that hit me: California is very flammable.

Pretty much the whole state. We have serious problems with wildfires. I wasn’t sure what they’d

done to make this dragon breathe fire, but any feral animal that breathed fire running around in

the woods in California was a terrible idea.Most of the sightings had been in Palo Alto’s

Foothills Park or one of the adjacent nature preserves. Dragons like to play, eat, and play with

things they can also eat, which raised the question for me of what this dragon might like to eat.

The people seeing him were thinking “horse,” so . . . maybe horse treats?My college friend

Nadia had grown up on a farm in Washington state and had a horse. One time I’d visited her

during spring break, and she’d given me apples, carrots, and sugar cubes to feed her horse.

So before I headed to Palo Alto, I went to a grocery store to stock up. I brought Mr. Long with

me. He’d gotten along very well with Timothy; hopefully the new dragon would like him, too.I

parked at a trailhead, loaded the food into my backpack along with snacks and water for me

and Mr. Long, and hiked up the trail. I cut up apples and tried just dropping apple wedges

occasionally as I went, figuring that if the dragon didn’t eat them, I’d make a squirrel happy.

After a while, I started adding the occasional sugar cube.On my shoulder, Mr. Long suddenly

sat up with interest, and I slowed my steps and looked around.A big, squat, winged creature

was on the path behind me, slurping up a sugar cube with his long tongue. He had scales, and

in the shaft of sunlight I could see that they were a sort of dark iridescent green, not the gray

I’d seen in the photo. He was designed to look like a western dragon instead of a Chinese

dragon, but he was still really pretty.I’d been thinking I’d lead him back to my car, but looking at

him in person, I realized that wouldn’t work. He was a lot bigger than I’d expected and would

definitely not fit. He chomped down the apple, then sat up and belched noisily.Methane, I

thought. That’s probably how they did the fire: he belches methane. Horses fart methane, so

making a dragon who belched methane would have been relatively straightforward, and in a

parade, you could send along a human with a lighter. Methane doesn’t usually spontaneously

combust, but I could vouch for the many ways that dragons could make trouble; this guy might

have broken into the kitchen to find a snack and turned on the stove by accident. Or maybe

they’d overloaded a power strip and a badly timed burp had turned a smoldering circuit into a

building fire.I took out my phone, got a couple of good pictures of the dragon, and then called

Jed. “I need a horse trailer,” I said. “I’ve found their dragon.”“If it’s their dragon, why is it our

problem?” he asked.I just sat there in silence for a minute.“Okay fine,” Jed said, heaving a

sigh.“I should warn you, I think he burps methane,” I said.“Probably better not leave him

running around, then,” Jed agreed.“Also, Mr. Long doesn’t want me to leave him.”“Of course he

doesn’t. I’ll be there in a couple of hours.”I worried that I would run out of treats to keep the new

dragon from running off, but like Timothy, he clearly viewed Mr. Long as a friend. Eventually, a



sugar cube at a time, I led him back to the parking lot where Jed had arrived with a rented

trailer.“What a monstrosity,” Jed said when we arrived.“Don’t you go insulting Sweetpea,” I

said.“You named it Sweetpea?”We loaded Sweetpea into the trailer and took him to Jed’s

house in Modesto, since he definitely was not going to fit into my apartment. “Don’t tell my

insurer about the methane,” Jed said.Two weeks passed. We figured out that much like with

cattle and horses, feeding Sweetpea a diet that was partly seaweed cut back significantly on

the methane he burped up—that was good news. We were working on finding him a good

home when Bryce and Kyle showed up and accused us of theft.“Don’t be ridiculous,” I said.

“Why would we steal a bioengineered animal from you? Our work is better than

yours.”“According to the news articles,” Jed said, “your corporate headquarters, and all

contents, were completely destroyed. If you had made a creature similar to this one, it

undoubtedly died tragically in the fire.”“Obviously it escaped,” Kyle said. “I know my work! My

superior work, or you wouldn’t be so eager to keep it!”“I tell you what,” Jed said. “If you know

the creature, then the creature presumably knows you. Let’s have you and Vivian stand at

opposite ends of a basketball court, with the creature in the middle. You can each call him and

see who he goes to.”“He’s going to bring treats,” I protested to Jed once Kyle was out of

earshot.“Of course he’ll bring treats,” Jed said. “He wouldn’t have agreed to this if we’d set ‘no

treats’ down as a ground rule, but it doesn’t matter, because Sweetpea will pick you.”We had a

neutral party lead Sweetpea out to the middle of the court. Jed and I stood at one end with a

bag of apples. Kyle and Bryce stood down at the other with a giant bowl with a mix of fruit and

candy in it.I was worried for a minute.But only for a minute, because as soon as Sweetpea was

off his lead, he turned his back on Bryce and Kyle and headed straight to me. I don’t think he

even noticed I had apples, but I gave him one anyway, of course.Kyle knew he’d lost, but Bryce

came over, furious, and started yelling about lawsuits and “the animal’s choice is not legally

significant” and something about “restitution without compensation.” I really don’t like it when

people get in my space. It’s one of the reasons I like working with Jed: he doesn’t get in my

space, and he deals with clients, so they don’t (usually) get in my space. I backed up, but

Sweetpea was behind me, so I couldn’t back up very far.Sweetpea looked at me, and looked at

the client, and let out a delicate little burp. Such a little burp.And it ignited into a tiny little

methane fireball that burned off Bryce’s eyebrows, some of his hair, and left him with a blister

on his nose.We had been assuming that Sweetpea couldn’t light his own fires—because we

hadn’t seen him do it.We’d assumed wrong. We just hadn’t given him reason to want to do

it.Bryce switched instantly from yelling about his property to yelling about an injury lawsuit, and

he and Kyle got back into their fancy car and drove away, and that was that.Sweetpea went to

live with Nadia, who was a little disconcerted by the whole explanation but fell in love with

Sweetpea as soon as she met him. She lives somewhere that gets plenty of rain, and I knew

she’d be able to keep up with a dragon. The problem with dragons as pets was, they’re clever.

And they like to make trouble.But they will also drape themselves over your shoulders to keep

you warm on chilly winter days, and once they learn what pillows are for they share them

instead of destroying them, and they not only come when called, they come when they think

they’re being talked about because apparently they like to eavesdrop.Mr. Long has learned how

to make tea. He’s not very good at it yet, but if I fill the electric kettle up at bedtime, he starts it

in the morning and makes tea for me as I’m getting up.But what we’ve started to learn, now

that we’re making more of them: you have to be the right person to deserve a dragon.About the

AuthorNaomi Kritzer has been writing science fiction and fantasy for over twenty years. Her YA

novel Catfishing on CatNet (based on her short story “Cat Pictures Please”) won the 2020

Lodestar Award, Edgar Award, and Minnesota Book Award. Her latest book, Chaos on CatNet,



came out from Tor Teen in April 2021. Naomi lives in St. Paul, Minnesota with her spouse, two

kids, and three cats. The number of cats is subject to change without notice.Saturn Devouring

His SonEA MylonasThe first time Pa lost an arm was when I was eight.It was his left.

Amputated at the shoulder when his sleeve got caught in a band saw for cutting pig

carcasses.The Company, of course, got him the prosthetic, like it had done for every single one

of its employees who had lost a hand, a foot, an eye on the processing lines. Standard policy.

Prosthetics were never the latest or the smoothest-looking models. None of the shiny sports

models we saw advertised on TV. One size fits all. Still, better than anything we could afford.I

remember visiting Pa with Danny, five years old at that point, and Ma at the town clinic—built

and paid for by the Company—and seeing him smiling in his bed. He was a barrel-chested

Polish man with hair so thick I could get my fingers trapped in it, but it got all shaved off. A wire

ran from the elbow of the new arm and entered his skull at the base, which the doctor told us

was temporary.“Until we get him wireless,” the doctor said while running diagnostics.The black

prosthetic looked screwed into the socket where the arm had been connected to the shoulder,

rubbing against stained bandages. All angles.Danny and I were all quiet while our parents

discussed with the doctor. Our attention was on the new left hand clasping and unclasping,

Pa’s neurons misfiring while they were getting used to it. Danny approached and touched it,

without Pa noticing.“Not Pa,” he said. “Not Pa.”I pulled him back and pinched him, giving him a

stare that promised more punishment if he started crying.“It is Pa. Get used to it.”There was a

small celebration his workmates at the meat plant threw together when he returned to work,

cake and all. Holding me in his new arm, I could feel the gears whirring inside as he lifted me

up.“Look at the quality,” he said in his booming baritone. “Wish I had me one of these years

ago.”I remember laughing with him, even though I didn’t want to, fake laughing because his

workmates were staring at us, at me, staring and grinning with a sense of expectation.The arm

felt so solid, so heavy. Monolithic. It had the Company’s logo stamped on it, two crossed

cleavers. You could lift up a panel where the radius would have been and turn a series of knobs

to tune it up. Make it more responsive, faster. At some point, jealous of the attention Pa was

getting, I might have said out loud that I wanted one too.More laughter by his mates, more

grinning.“Come work here, and the Company will get you your own one day.”The day Pa died,

Danny called me.“Pa had a heart attack,” he said when I picked up the phone. Just like that. It

took me a while to realize who it was. His voice had turned into its own kind of deep rumbling

staccato. So close to Pa’s, but at the same time all his own.“At the sausage packing line. We

called the nurse from downstairs. He didn’t make it.”I listened to him without saying anything,

then nodded, as if he could see me. I could hear him breathing and in the background the meat

plant’s rumble.“Funeral’s in two days,” he said breaking the silence. “Paid for by the Company.

Would be decent if you could be part of it. We need to figure out what to do about his things.

And the arms.”“What about the arms?”A sigh from the other end. “Just come home, Jacob.

We’ll talk then.”There wasn’t much else said. No How Are You, No How’s Life. Five years of

silence stood between us.I muttered I’d be there and hung up.“Keep going down that road for

ten miles, then take the second left after the power plant,” the gas station attendant told me. “It

gets tricky from there, if you’re not local. Let me draw it out for you.”I nodded my thanks and

kept fumbling with my phone. Half of the roads around here didn’t even show up on navigation.

Never had. But years away from the town had also made me lose my sense of direction. Too

embarrassed to tell the attendant I was from the area, I said I was visiting for business and he,

face full of acne, simply stated “You’re looking for the meat plant.”He sketched out a quick map

on the back of a receipt with a large X at the end of a long feeder road. Wrote “M PLANT” with

block letters over it. Made sure I understood his instructions.I thanked him, pocketed the



drawing, paid for a couple of burritos I had no intention of eating, and got the rental back on the

road.On both sides of the highway, there was nothing but fields of mud. Nothing growing out of

them except for plastic bottles and greasy napkins and trash in faded colors that could have

been anything, flying in the air every time a reefer truck rolled by. Over the horizon, grain silos

hazy with distance broke the flatness of the land.A whole lot of nothing that trucks sped

through on their way to somewhere, anywhere else, trucks and me.It made me feel lonely,

being back. Living in a city, crowds and strangers can be a welcoming form of isolation. There

is comfort in hiding amongst the masses. There was no hiding out here.The instructions were

good, but they didn’t matter much. Once I got on the feeder road, I smelled the meat plant, still

ten minutes away. It wasn’t entirely unpleasant. I grew up with the wet odor of pig turning into

pork filling my nostrils, on my clothes. The word “family” smelled of the meat plant. Family,

familiar.And then, there it was.Its black carapace, so much like Pa’s arms, not reflecting the

sun. White spots, seagulls, flew in from the river mouth, circling chimney stacks that I knew

vented the meat curing rooms. The town nestled around it like toadstools around a mighty

oak.The plant got bigger on the windshield, and soon I was driving by the first houses. As I

made my way, I wasn’t certain what bothered me most. That part of the town had changed, or

that part of it had remained exactly as I remembered it. New stores stood next to ancient

houses with chipped paint on their walls. Shiny billboards for fast food stood in the middle of

overgrown lots strewn with dead cars around them.Other than a group of bored twelve-year-

olds smoking on a sidewalk, there was not another soul in sight.Street names were coming

back to me now as I drove through them. Turns, dead-ends. The single bar in town—build and

paid for by the Company. It took about thirty minutes to walk the town from one end to the

other. One had to try hard to get lost here. Yet, at some point, I realized I was heading in the

wrong direction. The plant was to the right of our house. I made a U-turn and kept going, using

the plant as a landmark.A side road covered in cracked asphalt sparked recognition, and I

turned. When I found our street, I rolled to a stop outside our house and cut the engine. Didn’t

get out until the dust I had raised settled.The front door opened, and Danny stepped out,

looking like a clone of our Pa. Even down to the thick hair. Didn’t say anything. Only walked

down the short porch stairs with an uneven gait, opened his arms, and gave me a hug. Brief,

weak. I didn’t expect more. Didn’t feel I could give more myself either.He took a step back to

study me and whirring came from his left leg. He noticed me staring and shrugged.Five years.

He was still sixteen when I last saw him. Now, he was growing a beard and towered over me.

And had already given a limb to the Company.Neither of us opened his mouth. Neither of us

made a move.“Danny,” I said finally, trying to break the silence. “You got fat.”“How about I test

this new foot by introducing it to your ass?”We both smiled.“Ma?” I asked relieved.“Watching

her show. Come.”Once inside, he rapped the frosted glass door to the living room, waited for a

second, then opened.“Ma,” he said with the kind of gentle voice people use to wake someone

up. “Jacob’s here.”There was no movement, no attempt to get out of the recliner. Her rheumy

eyes flickered but didn’t leave the TV screen.“Ma,” he said again and touched her shoulder. “It’s

Jacob. He’s come for Pa’s funeral.”Her spine was more crooked than I remembered, twisting a

dead olive tree.“It’s fine, Danny. Let her rest.”“She needs you to repeat things a few times. Got

to be patient, is all. Ma, Jacob’s here. The family is all here now.”Ma, who was only fifteen years

older than me, but whose hair had already turned gray. Ma, who joined the plant soon after she

had me, where she got a job at the head table. They called it that because that’s where pig

heads ended up. After noses and eyes and ears and cheeks and jowls and snouts were

removed, the brains got scooped up. The Company sold the slurry to canned goods producers.

It made soups thicker.Back then, it used to be that one had to work through the skull with a



meat saw, and then cut the brain out. One day, the Company figured it was faster firing

compressed air into the skulls, then siphoning the remains.Ma inhaled pig brain for years. Her

own body, going into overdrive, started destroying itself. Who knew pig brains and human

brains shared so much biology? Not something they taught at my school. Built and paid for by

the Company.I remember her complaining about her hands going numb. Losing her balance

often. One morning, her screaming woke us up. “I can’t feel my legs, I can’t feel my legs,” she

cried over and over again from the bed she and Pa shared, as he fumbled calling for an

ambulance with his metal fingers.When management found out Ma got sick, they gave her a

pension equal to half her salary, paid for her pills that weren’t making her better but weren’t

make her worse, and sent us a ham every year on her birthday.Ma wasn’t the only one who got

damaged.The families of others who got sick working the head table wanted to sue. Wanted us

to join them in suing. Stubborn people. They called our house often, and Pa would yell at them,

punching holes through the plaster wall with his prosthetic, all red in the face. Often times, they

came to our door and asked to see him. Groups of four or five at a time. Figured, the more of

them they were, the more chances they had of convincing him. Or surviving his temper.I asked

him why he didn’t want to sue. There was talk of a lot of money. We could get Ma better

treatment, I argued. Maybe move her somewhere where she’d be looked after good and

proper, instead of her sons wiping her ass when her hands went numb permanently.He sucked

on his lips, gave me the once over. I remember that look, because of how determined it was,

like he had been preparing to react to this moment for days.It was warm, he had his shirt off,

so I could see the red irritated line where sweaty flesh ended and metal began. Servos and

gears whirred in his left arm, even though it remained still. He drummed the fingers of his flesh

and blood arm, which he was still a couple of years away from losing too.“We sue. And then,

what? Hmm? What about our lives?”His voice was small. Tired. Nothing like the fire he

screamed down the phone. But there was a conviction in it that kept my mouth shut.“We lose,

we’re done from the plant. All of us, you, me, they’ll never hire Danny. We win, the plant shuts

down. Then, what? How about the other families that work there, did you think about them?”He

was no longer talking to me. Wasn’t making an argument to be discussed.He held his

prosthetic up. “The Company gave me this. I’d be a cripple without the Company. We have it

good,” he said. “The Company will take care of us. They will take care of Ma.”The Company.

The Company.We never said its name, because there was only ever one Company that

mattered.In the end, there was a lawsuit. A few people did sue. The next morning, someone

sent bricks through their windows. Their kids got beaten up at school. Tires got slashed.From

what we read in the town paper, the lawsuit got dropped and the case settled out of court. The

plant changed practices, made sure those on the head table wore the right equipment. Masks,

goggles, rubberized suits that kept all the pig brain out. But, by then, Ma could hardly speak

anymore.“Ma,” Danny pressed on. “Jacob’s here.”“Hey, Ma. Hey. How are you doing, Ma?”She

stared up at me. Stared through me and through the wall. Then, turned her eyes back to the

screen.Danny nodded at me. I kissed her forehead, and we went to the kitchen.“Listen,” I said.

“Is Sally’s B&B still open?”“You’re staying here. I’ll take the couch.”“No, I—”“It’s your house too.

Would be good to have you around.”“Ok.” I didn’t feel like arguing.“Sally’s dead, by the way.

Cancer.”We ate in silence. Pork chops and mash. When we finished, he got a bowl of soup and

fed Ma, dabbing at her lips when she failed to swallow. When the sun went down, he bathed

her, carried her to her bedroom, and came back to the kitchen. We sat at the dining table

across each other, staring at the vinyl tablecloth, the only sound coming from Danny’s leg.

Uncertain of where to start.In the end, he sighed and drummed his fingers on the table the way

Pa used to do.“Hell, I invited you, so might as well lay down some bridges first,” he said. “How’s



your life been?”I searched the ceiling for an answer.“How’s my life been . . . Did a long run of

Beckett last summer. Then, a modern version of Medea set in Cuba. We played for a hundred

people tops, but got good reviews. I’ve met a man who cares for me,” I said and waited to see

his reaction. He stared at the ground, his cheeks flushing through the beard. “Life is

good.”Danny scratched his beard. “Yeah, well. That’s nice. Pity it took Pa dying for you to

visit.”“We both know he didn’t want me here.”Danny shook his head, dismissive. “Could have

visited for Ma’s sake. Would have done her some good seeing you. She don’t seem like it, but

she’s happy you’re back.”
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